Steve Beckett and Rob Mitchell, and producer Rob Gordon. Both Beckett and Mitchell worked at FON, a record shop located on Sheffield's Division Street that opened in 1987. 5 Using money they'd acquired selling Sheffield University concert tickets, Beckett, Mitchell, and Gordon eventually turned the FON shop into Warp Records and began to specialise in selling imports from the big house and techno cities of Chicago and Detroit. Alongside events such as Jive Turkey, FON served as an integral node in what has more recently been labeled the 'South Yorkshire bleep scene' of the late 1980s and early 1990s (Collins et al. 2013: 109) . 6 Informal networks and DIY production strategies underscored Warp's early work as a label and in music video. These strategies involved exploiting existing informal networks and forming affective alliances, that is, connections made between diverse groups of individuals based on a shared affective enthusiasm for a genre, track, or artist (Grossberg 1984: 46-7; Straw 1991: 374) . Warp's first music video was for the track 'Testone' by the Sheffield- Jarvis was a friend of ours so we'd be in a whole scene of artists and musicians and things like that, so they'd know that we'd set this label up. And we'd be like 'Oh can you make a video for this crazy Testone track?' or whatever it was. And then he'd come up with some ideas. And then go away and do it. It was as simple as that in those days … like no budget, not even a few hundred pounds (Beckett 2016: n.p.) .
Similarly, music video director Dawn Shadforth-who directed the Warp documentary Seven
Year Glitch (1996) and 'Outta Space ' (1998) for Jimi Tenor-described the early Sheffield scene as small but with cross-collaboration amongst individual sub-scenes:
It's such a small city. But if you're interested in a certain type of music there was pretty much one place to go … Like I used to go to Occasions nightclub and listen to Parrot, Pipes, Winston, and those DJs and just through being interested in a certain kind of music I met everyone who was really involved with making music. And I lived with Roisin Murphy … Neither of us were specifically connected to Warp but I knew Steve Beckett. I knew a lot of the people, Chantal [Mira Calix] … It was just a melting pot of taste and influences at that time. Of which Warp was one part. But Warp was always slightly separate … (Shadforth 2016: n.p.) Beckett's and Shadforth's memories of Sheffield's electronic/dance music scene in the early 1990s present Warp as a niche within a more general scene and the early videos emerged informally via connections therein. In fact, the DIY quality was an aspect of Warp's videos that won them critical acclaim early on. In September 1994 the City Music Media Awards nominated Cocker's 1993 video for Aphex Twin's 'On' in the category of Best Low Budget Promo (Promo Sept/Oct 1994: 7). Cocker's 'On' indeed shows many of the hallmarks of a 'budget' video; its stop-motion style and foregrounding of tools and equipment (scissors, cut-outs) lends it a conspicuously DIY, art-school aesthetic.
As Warp developed as a company its process for commissioning music videos perhaps inevitably became more formalised and Warp no longer employed primarily friends such as Cocker and Wallace. Instead they began sourcing directors from artists they'd seen or read about, or from samples of work sent to Warp's headquarters (Beckett 2016: n.p.) . Yet shared cultural interests and 'affective alliances' continued to play an integral role. According to Beckett the informal network of connections tended to yield 'better results' than the formal commissioning process (Beckett 2016: n.p.) . Video directors David Slade and Chris Cunningham, both integral to sculpting Warp's identity in the mid/late-1990s and whose work received the most attention in the British music video magazine Promo at that time, came to Warp through the channels of shared cultural interests. 7 According to Beckett, Slade was a customer at FON and Beckett was familiar with his work as an illustrator. Warp aimed to harness Slade's potential for their music videos.
Beckett suggested, 'a lot of the time, it's [about] getting with these people quite early on and seeing if they can make something with a broader remit than what they're already doing' (Beckett 2016: n.p.) . Warp's connection with Cunningham had a similar informal start. Warp encountered Cunningham through the electronic music duo Autechre, whose first release with Warp appeared on the 1992 'intelligent dance music' compilation Artificial Intelligence.
According to Beckett, Autechre 'made a connection with [Cunningham] and were having conversations about art and about the models he was making. And it was like, how can we bring that into making a video?' (Beckett 2016: n.p.) . With both Slade and Cunningham, then, Warp forged working relationships based on an enthusiasm for particular forms of cultural expression: comic book illustration, model making, and Warp's subgenre of experimental electronic/dance music.
In addition to working with directors Warp met informally through shared cultural interests, the label experimented with sourcing young directors via the magazine Creative Review. In October 2004, Warp and Creative Review invited readers to submit showreels to compete to make a music video for Warp. Ten competitors were selected to make films for acts such as Gravenhurst, Mira Calix, and Plaid, and the videos were made available on a Creative Review DVD and screened publicly at the Territoires Electroniques 2005 festival at the Vasarely Foundation in Aix-en-Provence (Creative Review 2004: [14] [15] .
Warp's collaboration with Creative Review is illustrative of the label's desire to work with young and unknown directors at the beginning of their careers, recalling Beckett's idea of '[getting] with these people early on.' But the collaboration with Creative Review also represents a way Warp's videos came about through shared interests in particular cultural practices. Not only is Creative Review a magazine that connects people working in the commercial creative industries, but the way the magazine brands itself on its website-'Only CR casts a critical eye on creativity in all its many forms'-projects an ethos of discernment and seriousness about creativity. This is an 'affective stance' (Grossberg 1984: 47) that resonates with Warp's tongue-in-cheek championing of 'intelligent' dance music as a subgenre of electronic/dance music that prioritised listening over dancing (Alwakeel 2009 ).
The collaboration with Creative Review therefore exemplifies how Warp's music video collaborations were characterised by shared tastes and affective resonances.
Warp's interest in forging working connections based on affective alliances and through informal channels has continued in recent years. The main difference latterly is that these informal connections are mediated via digital media technologies. In order to account for the geographic dispersion of participants in a particular digital scene, Andy Bennett and Richard A. Peterson add the idea of virtuality 'as a further medium for scene involvement' in addition to scenes characterised by 'trans-local' and 'local' engagement (Bennett and Peterson 2014: 10-12) . The recent story of Aphex Twin's collaboration with 12-year-old Dublin-based videomaker Ryan Wyer is an example of how an informal network or a dispersed community of shared tastes has continued to be at the root of some of Warp's music videos even in the digital age. Warp's and James's collaboration with Wyer is thus an example of an artefact generated by an 'affective community'. This idea, developed by Simon Frith, has the potential, according to Driver and Bennett, to disrupt certain 'homological interpretations of musical taste and affect' in promoting 'new forms of collectivity and connectivity' that are 'not tied to pre-existing notions of community grounded in class and tradition' (Driver and Bennett 2015: 101). The on-line collaboration of Warp, James, and Wyer for was based on 'shared participation' in the music of Aphex Twin. It echoes the connections of taste and affect that were rooted in specific areas of Sheffield's nightlife or in the (ironic) ethos of brand seriousness in the collaboration with Creative Review.
While such theories of affective taste-communities challenge 'pre-existing notions of community grounded in class and tradition', it is worth noting the continuities regarding social identity that figure in these communities, be they virtual or local. The electronic/dance music scene in Sheffield in the early 1990s tended to be male-dominated and, despite its origins in the racially mixed club nights described by DJ Parrot above (and its more farreaching origins in the black and gay communities of the United States), Warp's brand of electronic/dance music up to 2004 was a genre dominated by white men and cult 'nerdiness. ' 9 In the July 2016 interview for Creature Culture, for example, Wyer's mother highlighted similarities between James and her son: 'Richard [James] likes to stay out of the limelight and is quite private with a quirky sense of humour-actually very like Ryan. Ryan loves his own space and doesn't really care about what others think of him. So they have very similar personalities' (Redding 2016: n.p.). Though Warp, James, and Wyer are not rooted in the same class or tradition, and are separated by geographic and generational differences, the stereotype of the solitary male technology enthusiast-the nerdish fan claiming cultural capital with fan-produced content-binds these agents discursively. They are cult practitioners whose heritage reaches back to the sharing of print magazines in cult fan circles and the 'nerd interests' of computers, science fiction, and fantasy. 10 What emerges, then, from this description of Warp's music video commissioning is a shift away from the informal networks around electronic/dance music in Sheffield, towards the likes of Slade, Cunningham, readers of Creative Review and more recently, Wyer.
Significantly, this trajectory coincided with the honing of Warp's identity as a label associated with the 'intelligent' dance music of Aphex Twin, Squarepusher, and Autechre, which is best represented on the 'Warp Vision' DVD of 1989 DVD of -2004 . Furthermore, what seems to link these practitioners from the 'Warp Vision' era is genre or, more loosely, a 'cluster of sense' (Straw 2010: 215 ) that involves electronic/dance music and the male nerd/'cult fan' identity that coalesces around notions of technological innovation, video games, comic book illustrations, science fiction, horror, retro futurism, and sinister humour.
'House Style', Genre, and Gender
In her 2010 collection of interviews with female electronic musicians titled Pink Noises, Tara Rodgers highlights how the 'terms technology and music are often marked as male domains, and the trenchancy of associated gendered stereotypes seems to gain force when these fields converge in electronic music' (Rodgers 2010: 2) . In Rodgers' experience, women tend not to feature in electronic music magazines and the online tech/gear forums where electronic/dance musicians 'go' to exchange ideas have been male-dominated (Rodgers 2010: 3). Rodgers notes too how the genre's history has been written according to the narrative strands of Futurism and Cold War popular culture, inflected by militaristic language ('triggers,' 'controllers,' and so on) and sexist imagery. 'The very act of making electronic music,' she writes, 'thus unfolds with reference to high-tech combat, shot through with symbols of violent confrontation and domination' (Rodgers 2010: 7) .
Likewise, McLeod highlights that the 'overwhelming majority of the rave promoters, DJs, and musical artists in the electronic/dance music scenes in the late 1980s and the 1990s were male' (McLeod 2012 (McLeod [2001 : 303; see also Stirling 2016; cf. Pini 2012) . And both Beckett and Shadforth suggest that the early Warp scene was male-dominated. Beckett
remembers:
It was definitely a male dominated scene. You used to have the shop as well and that used to be just so male dominated. So geeky. It was a bit of an event if a woman came into the shop and started buying music, to be honest (Beckett 2016: n.p.) .
When I asked Beckett why this was, he said:
[…] I think because it was so technology based, that was maybe the barrier into that, because the guys had geeked out on the computers and the equipment then they got over through that barrier and started making music (Beckett 2016: n.p.) .
It is worth noting that Warp and/or electronic/dance music did not deliberately exclude women. In fact, Warp regularly employed women in its office from its earliest days;
Chantal Francesca Passamonte (also known as Mira Calix) is a notable exception to the rule The basis of TDR's aesthetic derived from images of consumer culture, Mangainfluenced cartoon characters, meaningless Japanese script, and text styles derived from instruction manuals where the design process is usually inconspicuous. In a 2009 article on TDR, design writer Rick Poynor described TDR's 'graphic mannerisms' as: endless sheets of replicating, hardcore graphic texture -rules, arrows, graph paper, pictograms; an array of abstracts possibly arbitrary, geometrical shapes; and photos treated by assorted graphic filters to give the subject matter a detached, 21st-century techno ambiance (Poynor 2001: 4-5) .
The kinds of images in TDR's graphic design, then-the 'rules, arrows, graph paper, pictograms'-overlap with the images of, broadly, the technological making of things in early Warp videos such as 'Testone' and 'LFO,' including patch cords, switchboards, and code in both videos. What is more, Poynor describes these images as creating 'a detached, 21st-century techno ambiance.' The technicity or scientistic quality of these images finds an analogy in music that is both repetitive and created using electronic instrumentssynthesizers, drum machines, and samplers. Indeed, in his article on Autechre, Brett observes that the duo insists their music has no meaning beyond the equipment they use to make it.
'This formalist claim,' writes Brett, 'is reinforced by the group's cryptic track titles, nonrepresentational album-cover art, and their performances which take place in total darkness to prevent audiences from knowing the specifics' (Brett 2015: 7) . Therefore, not only do TDR's collage techniques complement the cut-up styles of the early Warp videos but they relate to the anonymity cultivated by acts such as Autechre and Aphex Twin, whose track titles are often deliberately cryptic.
In relation to the themes Rodgers identifies in electronic dance music's historiography and Cold War popular culture, TDR/Anderson demonstrate an interest in the aesthetic of what he calls 'the future,' an idea that the following description highlights with its reference to 1960s television programmes:
The aesthetic was a visual shorthand distilled from sci-fi films, television series, comics and books, from The Lost Planet to Doctor Who, to Gerry Anderson's Thunderbirds, UFO, Joe 90 and Captain Scarlet. It was the moon landing and every airbrushed paperback cover for a Robert A. Heinlein or Isaac Asimov novel. It was NASA, and optical character recognition … We aimed to create stuff that immediately 'looked' futuristic (Anderson in Farrelly 2009: n.p.).
Anderson's nostalgic image of the 'future', then, drew heavily on Cold War popular culture, particularly the sci-fi films and television series from the 1960s, artefacts at the centre of the techno-geek archive. 12 This vision of the 'future' is notably retro, recalling earlier acts such as Kraftwerk, who appear on the sleeve for Warp's Artificial Intelligence record and thus function as another touchstone in the techno-geek lineage.
The early Warp videos for 'Testone' and 'LFO,' as well as TDR's graphic design and the technologically-imbued anonymity cultivated by Autechre and Aphex Twin, are all components that coalesce to produce electronic/dance music's visual world as an agglomeration of technology and technological innovation, science fiction, video games, space exploration, and utilitarian graphics, heavily inflected with nostalgic visions of the 'future' inherited from Cold War popular culture and video games. These themes, I suggest, respond to and reinforce suppositions about electronic/dance music as a genre and its affiliated audience. While Warp did not deliberately cultivate a male-dominated image, the male techno-geek stereotype is nevertheless attached to or is articulated by the 'intelligent dance music' subgenre (which has origins in Sheffield's more diverse electronic/dance music scene) and figures as a discursive trope in the heritage of cult fandom. Indeed, the idea that 'intelligent' dance music's affective community tends to be associated with the gendered community of male techno-geeks is something that Warp's 'house style' engages with explicitly. Thus, another important component of Warp's 'house style' is its ironic take on this 'masculine' sensibility, which allows Warp to simultaneously claim and deny these white male associations.
In addition to use of technological and cult signifiers in Warp's music videos, a number of the later videos from the 'Warp Vision' era employ dark humour, and here again Rodgers' emphasis on the masculine coding of electronic/dance music language is pertinent.
Track titles such as 'Come on My Selector' (1997) and 'Come to Daddy' (1997) foreground and satirize the male-dominance of the 'intelligent' dance music subgenre, 13 Morris, driving in their convertible hoping to get laid and boasting hyperbolically about their mounting readiness 'to fuck.' The two men parody the pimp boast in a way that borders on minstrelsy, only to be usurped by the white male anti-hero (James), who surprises us all with his ability to both dance and seduce, albeit in a fittingly awkward way with overtones of Michael Jackson. The sexualised representation of women in the video, dancing bikini-clad in a champagne spume, is disavowed by the way they assume James's grotesque face. 'Windowlicker' is therefore a strong example of the way the 'Warp Vision'-era videos employed irony and parody to both claim and deny the white male-centricity of its electronic/dance music. That this humour is more specific to Warp and electronic/dance music than Cunningham's other work is evident by analysing his videos for Madonna, Björk, and Portishead, which do not employ the same ironic commentary on raced masculinity. In answer to the question, 'does Warp have a house style?' then, it is possible to identify a number of recurrent trends or motifs amongst the label's most celebrated videos, particularly those on the 'Warp Vision' DVD of videos from 1989-2004. These trends include: the foregrounding of technology and technological innovation, video games, science fiction and 1950s/1960s visions of the 'future,' horror, violence, subversive humour, and a tendency to satirise the prevalent masculinity associated with electronic/dance music of the era. What is more, these visual motifs resonate with what Rodgers observes about electronic/dance music's historiography, which tends to use Futurism, Cold War popular culture, militaristic language, and 'masculine' themes that 'gain force' when the fields of music and technology 'converge in electronic music' (Rodgers 2010: 2) . Therefore, the visual language of Warp's music videos is to a certain extent rooted in the backgrounds of the directors, especially Cunningham who worked in both horror and sci-fi before films and television before directing music videos, and with Slade who worked as an illustrator and with computer graphics with Autechre and Jess Scott-Hunter. At the same time, the style of Warp's music videos responds to the electronic/dance music genre, particularly regarding the convergence of technology and music, and their relationship to techno-geek communities. As Vernallis suggests, 'different modes of address are available to different constituencies' in the world of music video (Vernallis 2013: xiii), and both Brackett (2005; and Vernallis (2013: 73) write about the entanglement of social constituencies and categories of music (see also Brackett 2015: [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Vernallis writes convincingly about the different modes of address favoured by different pop music genres in music videos, and the way these modes of address intersect with issues of ethnicity in particular. For example, rap videos tend to take place in the street or feature smooth chrome surfaces, whereas indie videos are often set in boxy rooms in low-rent quarters with shabby furniture and green wallpaper, and metal videos use abandoned industrial spaces 'shot in long shot with blue tint' (Vernallis 2013: 77-9) .
It is worth noting here the overlap between metal videos and some of Warp's videos that take place in abandoned industrial spaces and/or use blue tint. When I interviewed music video producer Anna Brunoro about her work with Warp, she noted an 'intensity' in Warp's videos that is both dark and comedic, and this perhaps relates to the tendency for male directors to grade their videos in a certain way:
Obviously Chris [Cunningham] graded 'Come to Daddy' a certain way. And then it seemed like every video was graded the same way for something like twelve years.
Again, that's a total exaggeration but I remember going to him, 'it's kind of crazy everyone does the same grade as you.' Everything is very blue green. And that's where women, and Dawn [Shadforth] again, were happy to have pink and yellow (Brunono 2016: n.p.) What is interesting about Brunoro's comments about colour and gender is that they just as easily relate to issues of musical genre; pop may allow for colour in a way that other genres of music (such as electronic/dance music) do not. While the grades and favoured spaces of Warp videos are certainly worth further exploration-particularly concerning the Ballardian use of institutions such as schools and hospitals, as well as liminal spaces such as empty car parks, industrial-looking interzones and council estates-I have decided to emphasise the way Warp's visual themes interact with or borrow from other cultural forms as a way to address the discursive and historiographic aspect of electronic/dance music and its intersection with gender, genre, and to some degree race. These images form a cluster of cultural sense: the male-dominated, technology driven genre of intelligent electronic/dance music is accompanied by, or made intelligible, using images of technology, as well as those borrowed from science fiction, horror, video games, dark colours, and dark comedy that parodies masculine sexual prowess. That this style operates according to genre (and to some extent gender) is evident in Warp's production of more indie-oriented videos in the early 2000s. Warp is known for its work with bands such as Maxïmo Park, Grizzly Bear, and Battles, as well as female directors such as Anna Brunoro and Emily Kai Bock, and these videos notably adopt a different aesthetic style from those associated with electronic/dance music from 1989-2004.
Gendered Labour and Cultures of Production
Focussing on Warp's visual semiotics, as well as the themes that recur in media discourse, is valuable to the extent that it reveals the dominant social formation associated with Warp's electronic dance music, that of the white male techno-geek. However, a more nuanced reading of Warp videos can perhaps be reached by looking closely at what Born calls the 'micro-social' level of cultural production (Born 2011: 376 ; see also Straw, response to Born, 'The Social and the Aesthetic, , specifically the way gender figures in the day-to-day production of cultural artefacts. Looking at micro-social interactions at the level of music video production also engages Vernallis's observation regarding the male-dominance in music video histories (Vernallis 2013: 263 ) and Caston's recommendation that production studies offer a possible solution to the narrow focus on auteurism in music video (Caston 2015: 152) . For the final section of this article, I would like to focus on Warp's music videos from a production studies perspective, looking more closely at issues of personnel. By mapping these different discursive fields, we can hold in productive tension the difference between the images refracted by Warp's visual language and the social connotations of intelligent electronic/dance music as a genre on the one hand, and the day-to-day microsocialities involved in the actual making of the videos. However, one way to challenge the impression that Warp's videos purveyed a male aesthetic is to look more closely at the production process. In the case of the three videos from 'Warp Vision' directed by Cunningham, most of the creative and technical roles involved in making these videos were assumed by men, and those that are primarily organisational were performed by women. 'Come to Daddy,' produced by the company But there are at least three issues problematising this binary organisation of labour and creative influence. Firstly, Warp's brand or 'house style' or articulation of a 'masculine' identity is loaded with irony and self-consciously mocks a proclivity to want to geek out about and even 'come on' things. Secondly, Warp has always been a progressive label that has supported women directors and musicians such as Shadforth, Brunoro, and Mira Calix. It set up the Darklight: Women Direct Horror initiative and in more recent years employed Laura Tunstall who was responsible for commissioning videos for work by Kwes, Flying Lotus, and Battles, and has commissioned the young female director Emily Kai-Bock.
Indeed, Tunstall's arrival at Warp perhaps marked a regime change and a shift in the label's 'house style.' That the 'cluster of sense' attached to Warp's videos should therefore be so narrowly 'male' perhaps says more about the demands of the market and/or the demands of musical genre (itself entangled with issues of market and gender). Finally, while the production process may replicate the standardised gendered division of labour, practitioners of both genders were involved in the production of the music videos that articulate, refract, and critique a predominantly masculine culture. This final point may be a productive starting point for thinking about female makings of masculine-coded culture.
Conclusion
There are multiple lenses we can employ to analyse music video's cultural significance, including the videos' origins in specific communities and networks, questions of 'house style,' generic connotations, and divisions of labour. The answer to the question 'does Warp has a house style' is a tentative yes. Identifiable consistencies include the commissioning process, which was informed by an affective stance, as well as the recurrence of directors Cocker, Cunningham, and Slade, and even recurrent producers such as Burnay and stylists like Castelli. At a thematic level, the proclivity for sinister humour is pervasive and even cuts across genre (videos for Tenor have as much of a seedy sexualised atmosphere as that captured in 'Windowlicker'). Additional significant visual threads include sci-fi, horror, video games, and comic books, which relate both to the Warp practitioners' own interests but also respond to the 'futuristic' connotations of electronic/dance music and cultural overlaps in male-dominated techno-geek taste communities.
The Warp music videos case study presents an interesting response to the notion of the 'affective community.' On the one hand, the videos articulate the tastes and interests of a community held together by its affective relationship to electronic/dance music, rather than by 'traditional' ideas about class and/or community. On the other hand, this 'affective community' is neither neutral nor without the conventional markers of social identity.
Gendered (and raced) dynamics figure and mutate at every level of their production: from the videos' origins in Sheffield's mixed music scene, to the dominance of specific directors sourced according to tastes and affective affiliations, and the gendered dynamics of the production process. While 'affective communities' may foster connections across conventional demarcations of social identity, this case study of Warp music's videos demonstrates the extent to which cultural artefacts continue to articulate gendered identity positions even when the production process itself reveals a more complex picture of the realities of power and labour.
Notes

